
 
 

 
 

There's more to great flowers than frills and thrills. How 
about resistance to chills? Tolerance of cold and heat, the 
ability to withstand diseases and willingness to keep on 
blooming are traits that can make a flower a real winner. 

All-America Selections recently announced four such 
flowers as its top choices for the 2010 growing season. 
The honors went to a gaillardia, viola, snapdragon and 
zinnia. They will be available at nurseries and from mail-
order businesses in the spring. 

Normally AAS, a nonprofit program that puts plants to the 
test to find the best new varieties for gardeners, includes 
vegetables in the winner's circle. Nona Wolfram Koivula, 
AAS executive director, said there were some remarkable 
vegetables growing in AAS test gardens, but the growers 
of those plants didn't have enough time to produce 
sufficient quantities of seed to have the vegetable plants 
put on the market with the AAS label. 

"There are vegetables in the pipeline ready to be 
introduced," Wolfram Koivula said in a telephone 
interview from her office in Downers Grove, Ill. Look for 
an announcement about them at this time next year. 

Meanwhile, enjoy the flowers. "We have a very 
interesting selection this year," Wolfram Koivula said. 



For example, she said one of this year's honorees, 
Zahara Starlight Rose, is a striking bicolor zinnia that's 
resistant to leaf spot and mildew. 

"A lot of people like zinnias because they can take it hot 
and dry. These also have disease resistance," she said. 

The goal of the independent AAS program, which has 
test gardens throughout the country, is to find plants that 
have exceptional form, color or other characteristics. 
They must also be easy to grow in a variety of climates 
and resistant to bugs and diseases. Plants that earn AAS 
distinctions can be marketed with the AAS label. 

"If you are in doubt whether a variety will perform, always 
chose an AAS winner," Wolfram Koivula said. 

Here's a look at this year's winners. For more 
information about AAS and to get details on previous 
winners, go to www.aaswinners.com. 

Reporter Laura Christman can be reached at 225-8222 
or lchristman@redding.com 

Click here to view the online version.   
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